
Family history” is known to be one of the most 
consistently demonstrated risk factors for breast

cancer. The risk associated with family history is due to
both shared genes and shared environment. By taking
advantageof the fact that sisters of women who have had
breast cancer are more likely to have genetic patterns and
exposures that enhance their risk for breast cancer, “The
Sister Study: Environmental and Genetic Risk Factors 
for Breast Cancer” will make enormous strides toward
answering questions about the contributions of environ-
mental exposures and genes to breast cancer risk. Its 
purpose is “to study the independent and joint effects 
of genetic susceptibility and environmental, biological,
and lifestyle factors on risk for breast cancer and other
diseases in a high risk, motivated cohort.”

Why sisters?
50,000 sisters of women who have had breast cancer will
be enrolled. Studying sisters has many key advantages 
for studying breast cancer risk, starting with the fact that
sisters of women with breast cancer have about twice the
risk of developing breast cancer themselves. This means
that the study will have more statistical power than most,
as twice as many participants on average will develop

breast cancer during the course of
the study, as would a similar sized
cohort from the general population.
It is expected that response rates and retention rates will
be high, as the sisters of women with breast cancer are
often especially motivated to join such a study, provide
the information, and stay with it through the years. By
focusing on this genetically susceptible group, a better
understanding of the contributions of genetics and 
environment may be possible. 

Not only will more of the participants develop breast
cancer than in a group from the general population –
increasing the statistical power for studying small effects
or interactions – but more of the women in this study will
have any genes or exposures that are relevant to breast
cancer risk, since they will have some of these genes and
exposures in common with their sister who developed
breast cancer. To the extent that the genes they share are
relevant to breast cancer, or the exposures they share con-
tribute to the disease, the Sister Study stands a better
chance of being able to link these genes and exposures to
breast cancer, because of this higher proportion of partici-
pants who will have them.

“
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continued on page 2

Understanding Breast Cancer Rates
We are pleased to have had funds available in our New York State Department of Health (NYS DOH) grant 
to include a printed version of BCERF’s newest fact sheet, a revision of Understanding Breast Cancer Rates,
as an insert in this edition of The Ribbon. Changes in the way rates are calculated in NYS led us to feel that
this fact sheet was an especially important one to make available to our entire readership. Special thanks to 
Zev Ross for preparing this fact sheet, and to Colleen McLaughlin at the NYS DOH for her assistance. 

Please look for an evaluation postcard in the next issue.

R e v i s e d  e d i t i o n  o f  B C E R F  F a c t  S h e e t  # 3
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Thinking broadly, over time
The design of this study is prospective, meaning that the
exposures are measured in the present, and outcome is
measured prospectively, over time. The study enrollees
have not had breast cancer. For those that do develop the
disease, information will have been collected before that
diagnosis. Current hypotheses about risk factors and 
gene-environment interactions for breast cancer risk will
be tested, but this study design also opens the way to
addressing new hypotheses as they emerge. It even leaves
open the possibility of developing and validating new
methods for measuring exposures – a notorious challenge
in environmental health studies.

Dr. Dale P. Sandler, of the National Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) of the National
Institutes of Health (NIH), Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS), and principal investigator of 
the study says that “by collecting data on a wide range 
of potential risk factors, including novel exposures and 
exposures at potentially vulnerable time periods, along with
environmental and biological samples, we hope to create a
framework from which to think more broadly about envi-
ronmental exposures and gene environment interactions.”

Wide array of possible risk factors addressed
Notwithstanding the plan to incorporate new ideas and
methodologies over the lifetime of the study, there are some
current hypotheses that the study team plans to test. These
include - among many others - questions about the role of
the following diverse factors in breast cancer risk: prolactin,
insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1), and vitamin D. These are
all examples of factors that need to be understood in women
prior to a breast cancer diagnosis, because of the altered
way in which they may be present after the disease occurs.

Special effort will go in to collecting information about
occupational and environmental exposures. Many cohort
studies have focused on factors such as hormone use, diet,
exercise, and reproductive history. The Sister Study will 
collect data on these topics, too, but data collection will also
include extensive efforts to understand participants’ occupa-
tional and environmental exposures. This will include data
on exposures such as hair dyes, as well as cosmetics that
may contain hormonally active compounds. Although there
is currently no evidence to link these exposures to breast
cancer risk, serious assessment of these hypothesized risks
is important. By recruiting a diverse cohort, including
women from throughout the US and of many different races
and ethnicities, the ranges of exposures that women within
the study will have had is increased. This too will improve
the odds of the ability to detect associations.

Considering vulnerable time periods
The Sister Study is committed to improving information
about exposures at potentially vulnerable time periods,

such as in utero, around the time of menarche, and early
reproductive years. Although enrollment begins at age 35,
the Sister Study includes research strategies to help better
understand the impact of exposures during these time peri-
ods of greatest breast tissue development. The investiga-
tors recognize that information on early life may be subject
to poor reporting and that they cannot collect information
about the past with the same level of detail as for the pres-
ent. Questions about a participant’s mother’s exposures
while pregnant with the participant obviously cannot be as
complex as those about exposures in the past 12 months.
But, it is important to try to collect this information as
well as information on the childhood of participants. This
information will be collected via a take-home question-
naire, which will enable participants to consult with their
mothers and siblings. Currently there are few biological
measures of exposures that occurred long in the past.

Many approaches to studying breast cancer risk
On page 5 of this edition of The Ribbon Rachel Shakked
explores some research themes and approaches in under-
standing gene-environment interaction and breast cancer
risk, including an overview of some of the “twin studies.”
Twin studies are ideal for identifying the extent to which
inheritance contributes to breast cancer risk and finding
clues regarding specific genes that might enhance risk.
When the exposure or lifestyle of twins differs markedly,
it is also possible to study the role of environment by, 
in effect, controlling for genetic differences. In contrast,
Dr. Sandler explains:

The Sister Study is not designed to quantify the risk 
of breast cancer associated with having a sister with
breast cancer, but it starts with the premise that the 
sisters are at increased risk, based on prior reports. 
We are not comparing participants directly with their
sisters, but rather studying risk factors within this
cohort of sisters who are more susceptible. Because 
sisters share genes and early life exposures and experi-
ences –and may continue to share these – they will, as 
a group, have a higher frequency of any genes that
prove to be involved in breast cancer risk, for example
by affecting hormone levels or receptors, or affecting
metabolism of chemicals or drugs. They may also have
a higher frequency of exposures that may prove relevant
to breast cancer risk and that may have contributed 
to the development of breast cancer in their sisters.

Broad input to be collected over the life 
of the Study
The sponsors of this study are the National Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences of the National Institutes
of Health, Department of Health and Human Services, the 

continued on page 12

THE SISTER STUDY: ENVIRONMENTAL AND GENETIC RISK FACTORS FOR BREAST CANCER continued from cover
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One of the most prominent con-
troversies around breast cancer

is its causes. Some studies examine
external factors such as pesticides or
radiation, whereas others focus on
genes associated with the disease,
such as BRCA1 and BRCA2. Which
has more important effect on risk,
the environment or the genes?

Actually, breast cancer risk can
be influenced by a complicated
interaction of both genes and the
environment. And complicated, as
you will see, is breast cancer’s 
middle name. In order to fully grasp
what is currently known about the
disease’s etiology, we should first
explore the role of genetics in the
‘everyday’ functioning of cells and
breast cancer formation. 

Breast Cancer: 
a Genetic Disease
Functions of a Normal Cell

Cell growth and replenishment are
functions critical to maintaining the
body’s vitality. These functions are
controlled by a number of pathways,
many of which might be altered in
cancer cells. The body regulates this
cell growth by releasing factors that
control growth. Breast cells prolifer-
ate when exposed to factors such as
estrogen. This usually occurs during
times of breast development and

when replacing old cells. 
Now let’s zoom in from the big

picture to the mechanisms within a
cell. Most functions in a cell are 
carried out by proteins which make
up the interacting functional parts 
of the pathways described above.
While estrogen itself is not a pro-
tein, its effects as well as its forma-
tion are carried out by proteins.
Proteins send and receive signals,
copy and repair DNA, and most
importantly with regard to cancer,
proteins are the major players in the
regulation of cellular growth
through the cell cycle.

The cell cycle is controlled by a
collection of signals that tell cells
whether or not to undergo cell divi-
sion. The signals are carried out by
groups of proteins that serially acti-
vate each other in pathways that
ultimately tell the cell what to do.
The importance of proteins in regu-
lating cell growth through the cell
cycle is clear. But how are these
critical proteins made? Like all pro-
teins, they are made using instruc-
tions coded for by the DNA. A mis-
take in the DNA can mean a mistake
in the protein’s shape and/or func-
tion. Therefore, the integrity of these
genes plays an important role in
keeping the cell cycle under control.

As growth occurs through cell

division, a copy of each cell’s DNA
is made so that each of the two
‘daughter’ cells has a full copy of
the DNA. Very few mistakes, called
mutations, occur during this process
known as replication. Even if a 
mistake is made, cells are equipped
with a surveillance system that
catches and corrects most mistakes.
If there are too many mistakes to be
repaired, the cell can undergo cell
death, or apoptosis.

How a Cell Becomes Cancerous

Sometimes a mutation gets past the
close watch of the cell’s surveillance
system and goes uncorrected before
replication. From here on, every
time the cell divides, the mistake in
the DNA is reproduced and passed
on to the daughter cells. When the
cells are exposed to growth factors
(like estrogen), they divide more
rapidly, which decreases the time for
DNA repair and can lead to more
mutations. Eventually, there may be
a family of cells with the original
mutation and possibly other muta-
tions that have accumulated as well.

It is important to note that most
mutations will have absolutely no
effect. This is because most human
DNA is nonfunctional – it is not
involved in the formation of proteins 

continued on page 6

Genetic-Environment Interaction and 
Breast Cancer Risk: An Exploration of
Where We Stand
By Rachel Shakked

Rachel Shakked is a junior majoring in biology at Cornell. She became interested in breast cancer from 
her grandmother, who, while battling the disease herself, co-founded the former New Jersey Breast Cancer
Coalition. Rachel researched and wrote this essay as a summer project working with BCERF under the
direction of Ribbon editor Carmi Orenstein. She would like to give a special thanks to Drs. Rita Calvo and
Barbour Warren for their time spent educating her in the intricacies of breast cancer, as well as to Dr. Jeff
Doyle for reading the draft.
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or another functional component,
RNA. In addition, most mutations
will occur within these regions since
they make up the vast majority of
space in human chromosomes.
These mutations, therefore, will
have no effect on cell function.

Sometimes, mutations do occur
in regions of DNA that code for 
proteins. These mutations can end
up changing the shape and possibly
the function of the corresponding
protein. A protein is a three-dimen-
sional structure with a certain 
number of grooves or protrusions
where it physically interacts with
other molecules in the cell. The
mutations that change the shape of
the important grooves/protrusions
will have the largest effect on the
protein’s function. In summary, one
way a protein’s function will be
affected is if a mutation occurs in

certain locations within the protein’s
corresponding gene. These changes
in structure can alter the protein’s
functions in controlling cellular
growth. Mutated genes can produce
proteins that cannot be ‘turned on’
as well as proteins that cannot be
‘turned off.’ Both of these effects
can lead to the uncontrolled growth
found in cancer cells.

Some possible results of mutations
that can be cancerous include: 
• deactivating or decreasing the

activity of a signal that keeps 
proliferation/growth in check, 

• over-activating a signal that 
stimulates proliferation, 

• creating a proliferative environ-
ment for the cell and surrounding
cells, and

• inhibiting cell death/apoptosis
function leading to cell immortality.

A proto-oncogene is a normal gene
whose protein products tell a cell to
divide/grow by proceeding through
the cell cycle. In a cancer context, it
is sometimes referred to as a ‘go’
gene. When the gene is mutated to
an oncogene (cancerous), the protein
may be altered so that it always
gives the ‘go’ signal, even when it
normally should not. An example of
a proto-oncogene that is explored in
Box 1 is the ERBB2 or HER2
receptor gene.

A tumor-suppressor gene is a
normal gene whose protein products
tell a cell not to divide/grow, or to
stop in the cell cycle. In a cancerous
cell, one or more of these genes may
have been mutated so that the pro-
teins do not function any longer. See
Box 1 for a discussion of the specif-
ic functions of p53, BRCA1, and
BRCA2 tumor-suppressor genes. 

GENETIC-ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION AND BREAST CANCER RISK continued from page 5

Proto-oncogenes code for proteins that meticulously
regulate whether a cell is to enter the cell cycle, replicate
its DNA, and divide. If altered, the cell may be uncontrol-
lably instructed to replicate and divide which can begin
the steps towards the growth of a tumor. A proto-
oncogene is the unmutated form of the gene, whereas an
oncogene is the mutated, functionally different form of
this gene that can cause cancer.

ERBB2, also called HER2, is an example of a 
proto-oncogene. As described in BCERF’s Fact Sheet #5,
The Biology of Breast Cancer, this gene codes for a recep-
tor protein that normally binds to growth factor and 
signals cells to enter the cell cycle and divide. A mutated
version of this gene can sometimes cause too many
copies of the receptor protein, so it binds to too many
growth factors and results in continuous signaling telling
the cells to divide. Sometimes these receptors can release
‘go’ signals even when they are not bound to the growth
factor. This could result in unrestricted proliferation of
cells carrying faulty copies of this gene. 

Tumor-suppressor genes code for proteins that 
normally restrict cell division or proliferation. When 
present in the normal form, the protein products of

tumor-suppressor genes can prevent tumor formation. 
p53 is an example of a tumor-suppressor gene that is

mutated in many breast cancers, and other types 
of cancer. The proteins coded for by the p53 gene 
normally function to keep cells with damaged DNA from
entering the cell cycle (See BCERF Fact Sheet #6, Tumor
Suppressor Genes – Guardians of Our Cells). The gene also
controls the programmed cell death function in cells that
have DNA damage that is beyond repair. With a dysfunc-
tional copy of the p53 gene, cells with damaged DNA
may not be restricted from dividing, which increases the
opportunity of a mutation in a proto-oncogene to be
acquired and passed on. 

The functioning of BRCA1 and BRCA2 are not fully
understood, but the genes can act as tumor-suppressor
genes. Both gene products are thought to help suppress
cell growth when present in their normal form (NCI).
They also function in signaling DNA repair in the cell.
Therefore, when mutated, the protein products may 
disrupt repair of mutations that may be cancerous.
Additionally, the proteins may no longer be able to 
suppress cell growth when there is a deleterious 
mutation in the DNA.

Box 1
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Deleterious mutations in both
proto-oncogenes and tumor-suppres-
sor genes usually result in unrestrict-
ed proliferation. Therefore, the cells
are constantly dividing and are more
likely to accumulate further muta-
tions when copying genetic material.
Some mutations may also make the
cells less responsive to surrounding
cells and less responsive to the
body’s signals telling the cells to
stop proliferating.

In summary, breast cancer is
caused by complicated accumula-
tions of mutations in genes that code
for proteins that are involved with
cell growth and division. (Please 
see also BCERF’s Fact Sheets #5,
The Biology of Breast Cancer and
#6, Tumor Suppressor Genes –
Guardians of Our Cells.) 

Mutations can be classified 
into two categories: sporadic and
inherited. Sporadic mutations occur
by chance and very rarely go uncor-
rected. They sometimes occur when
a cell is replicating its DNA, but are
usually amended by the surveillance
system. Environmental mutations
are a subclass of sporadic mutations
that are caused by mutagens and
some carcinogens (see Box 2).
Ultraviolet radiation, for example,
can cause mutations in skin cells
that sometimes lead to cancer. It
only sometimes becomes cancerous
because specific genes must be
mutated for cancer to develop, as
discussed above. Inherited mutations
are those we obtained from our par-
ents. They predispose individuals to
cancer indirectly through interaction
with other genes. The reason they
are linked to cancer indirectly is
because a cancer-causing gene could
not be inherited since the process
they alter, regulated proliferation, is
extremely important during develop-
ment. For this reason, many inherit-
ed cancer genes are involved with
mutation repair and carcinogen

metabolism. Mutated copies of these
genes might predispose a person to
cancer because his or her body is
less capable of protecting their DNA
from cancer-causing mutations.

Examples of Gene-
Environment Interactions
that Affect Breast Cancer
Risk
As described above, cancer is a
genetic disease. But, the environ-
ment almost always plays an impor-
tant role in altering the genes that
will cause cancer. Therefore, it is
easy to see that the effects of the
environment on genes is not only a
detail of breast cancer risk, but is the
central concern (especially because
it is the only thing we can do some-
thing about!).

Example 1: 
Genetic Susceptibility to Ionizing
Radiation in 1% of the Population
An important example of how an
inherited mutation can establish a
cancer susceptibility to certain envi-
ronmental exposures is the ataxia-
telangiectasia (A-T) mutation. When
the mutated form of the gene is
present in both copies of a person’s
chromosomes, the individual devel-
ops ataxia-telangiectasia, a rare
genetic disease characterized by
neurological degeneration and a
greatly increased risk for cancer –
61 to 184 times higher than mem-
bers of the general population
(Morrell et al. 1986). Family mem-
bers of A-T affected individuals

seem to have an increased risk of
cancer as well.

Numerous studies have shown
that inheriting one copy of a faulty
A-T gene increases an individual's
susceptibility to the effects of ioniz-
ing radiation. It is estimated that 1%
of the US, Caucasian population
have one copy of the mutated A-T
gene (carriers) (Swift et al. 1986). 
A study of 2400 people found an
increased rate of cancer in blood 
relatives of individuals affected by
A-T (Swift et al. 1991). In those
women known to be carriers of the
A-T mutant gene, a 5.1-fold higher
risk of breast cancer was observed
compared to women who were not
carriers of the A-T mutation. Most
importantly, environmental expo-
sures are significant in this group.
Blood relatives of A-T patients
whose breasts have been exposed to
ionizing radiation have a five-fold to
six-fold increased risk of developing
breast cancer. 

Therefore, the investigators in
this study conclude that ionizing
radiation may increase breast cancer
risk in women who are carriers of the
A-T mutation. Whether or not the
level of ionizing radiation used dur-
ing mammography presents a risk
for this group of women is yet to be
determined. Genetic testing is cur-
rently available only for individuals
with an A-T affected family member
(Gene Tests 2004), since theyhave a
higher chance of carrying the A-T
mutation (Swift et al. 1974). 

continued on page 8

GENETIC-ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION AND BREAST CANCER RISK continued from page 6

A mutagen is any agent that causes mutations in genes. It makes sense,
then, that many mutagens are carcinogens.

A carcinogen is any agent that can lead to the formation of cancer. 
In addition to mutagens, this includes other substances that cause cancer 
by a number of different methods.

Box 2



The investigators also suggestthat
the 1% of the population that are
carriers of the A-T mutation should
avoid unnecessary exposure to ioniz-
ing radiation (Swift et al. 1991).

Example 2: 
Mammographic Density and Diet
Interaction May Increase Breast
Cancer Risk
Another example of genetic-
environment interaction in increas-
ing breast cancer risk was studied by
Boyd et al. (2002). Breast cancer

risk is increased in women whose
mammograms indicate high breast
tissue density (mammographic den-
sity). These scientists studied differ-
ences in the mammographic density
of identical and non-identical female
twins. The study concluded that
approximately 63% of the differ-
ences in mammographic density 
can be explained by inheritance. 

Boyd et al. (1997) also studied
the effect over two years of a diet
low in fat and high in complex 
carbohydrates on mammographic
density. The results suggest a statis-
tically significant reduction in mam-
mographic density from the change
in diet after adjusting for other 
possible contributors to the effect
such as weight loss, menopause, and
age. This supports the concept that a
low-fat diet can affect the expression
of the genes (currently undefined)
controlling mammographic density.
Although further research needs to
be done, the possibility that environ-
mental factors can alter the effects
of a hereditary condition like 
mammographic density is becoming

a major theme of current breast as
well as general cancer research.

Example 3: 
Breastfeeding may reduce the
level of risk presented by BRCA1
The recent finding of Jernström et
al. (2004) that breastfeeding can
decrease breast cancer risk in BRCA1
mutation carriers further exemplifies
the importance of gene-environment
interactions. This sizablecase-control
study (1930 women were surveyed,
685 of whom were BRCA1 carriers)

reported a 45% decrease in breast
cancer risk for BRCA1 carriers who
breastfed for a cumulative period of
more than one year. 

While breast cancer risk
decreased by 45% in BRCA1 carri-
ers who had breastfed, breastfeeding
has generally been shown to
decrease risk to a much smaller
extent for women in the general
population. This suggests there is an
interaction between the BRCA1
gene and breastfeeding that can
decrease the elevated breast cancer
risk associated with the BRCA1
mutation. These investigators 
speculate that the decreased risk is
due to changes in mammary gland
structure (differentiation) or to
changes in estrogen levels during
breastfeeding. (No reduced risk was
found in BRCA2 mutation carriers
who breastfed for any duration of
time, but the sample size of BRCA2
carriers was small.) This is only one
example of many interactions
between BRCA1 and hormonal and
reproductive factors that may
increase or decrease breast cancer

risk, as described by Narod (2002).
While environmental interaction

with genes is suggested in all of the
above examples, it is difficult to 
verify this relationship. For example,
in BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutation car-
riers, the environment is necessary
for cancer to form. BRCA1 and 2
are involved in the repair of double-
stranded DNA breaks (Narod 2002).
Smoking, ionizing radiation, and
genotoxic chemicals are all mutagens
that can induce double-stranded
DNA breaks. But there is no direct
evidence that BRCA1 or BRCA2
mutation carriers have increased risk
due to these mutagen-genetic inter-
actions. The biological link is very
difficult to confirm. Therefore, there
are studies designed to infer the bio-
logical link, such as twin studies.

Twin Studies as a Useful Tool
for Breast Cancer Research
Fortunately for cancer research,
there exist people who share some
or all of their genes. Breast cancer
researchers have studied twins to
determine how big of a role genes,
in general, play in the risk of devel-
oping breast cancer. Twin studies
assume that if both twins develop
breast cancer (they are concordant
for the disease), the likely cause is
hereditary factors. If only one twin
develops breast cancer, the disease
can generally be attributable to the
environment. The difference in 
concordance between identical twins
(share all genes) and non-identical
twins (share about half of genes) is
compared to determine the percent-
age of cases that result from inheri-
tance and from the environment.

In a prominent Scandanavian
twin study, Lichtenstein et al. (2000)
studied 9512 pairs of twins and
breast cancer (among other cancer)
incidence between identical and
non-identical twins. Lichtenstein’s
group found that although 27% of
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Therefore, it is easy to see that the effects of the environ-
ment on genes is not only a detail of breast cancer risk, 
but is the central concern (especially because it is the only
thing we can do something about!).

GENETIC-ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION AND BREAST CANCER RISK continued from page 7



breast cancer is attributable to
hereditary factors, by far the larger
number (73%) of cases are attributa-
ble to non-hereditary environmental
factors, which include carcinogenic
exposures from diet, lifestyle, and
other aspects of the individual’s
environment. These investigators
note that some genes may cause
cancer on their own, while other
require activation by the environ-
ment. Other twin studies have
explored some hypotheses such as
the effect of childhood growth on
premenopausal breast cancer risk
(Swerdlow 2002), and whether
cumulative reproductive 
(ovarian) hormone exposure or repro-
ductive/hormonal milestones (like
puberty, pregnancy, menopause, etc.)
are important in determining breast
cancer risk (Hamilton 2003).

Some Caveats with 
Twin Studies
Some investigators have raised 
concerns about the interpretation of
twin studies. Relative to this discus-
sion, the roles of the non-hereditary

environment in causing disease is
likely to be underestimated since
populations are exposed to generally
homogeneous (similar) environmen-
tal influences. In addition, genetic-
environment interactions are not
taken into account in these analyses.
Discordant cancer cases among
twins are usually interpreted as 
environmentally caused. But, this
excludes the possibility that cancer
genes that have been activated by
environmental influences (such as
carcinogens) may have actually
caused the cancer. Finally, twin
studies are often small and limited
to countries that have national twin
registries (like those in the
Scandanavian countries). These con-
cerns suggest an even greater role
for non-hereditary environmental
influences. 

Conclusions and Looking
Ahead
This article has attempted to show
why breast cancer is a genetic dis-
ease, that breast cancer almost
always requires environmental inter-

action, and some ways by which
breast cancer is studied. The need for
more studies of breast cancer genes
and their interaction with the envi-
ronment are needed. Here are a few
examples of the advances that have
been made as a result of studying
breast cancer genetics. There are cur-
rently a number of genetic screening
tests available, such as screening for
mutations in BRCA1, BRCA2, and
A-T genes (Gene Tests). A woman
with a strong family history of breast
cancer or a known BRCA1 mutation
can take prophylactic actions (such
as a mastectomy) and decrease her
chance of getting breast cancer,
sometimes by up to 90% (National
Cancer Institute). Geneticists are
currently able to determine the geno-
type of a tumor and develop the
appropriate strength of treatment so
as not to expose patients to unneces-
sary toxicity. Two recent drugs were
developed as a result of studying
breast cancer genetics: gleevac and
herceptin (see Box 3).

With all the possible mutations
and all the possible genes to be
mutated, it is currently an impossi-
ble task for scientists to identify
each and every genetic risk factor.
The hope for using a series of muta-
tions as markers in a simple screen-
ing for cancer is diminishing. While
more and more is learned about can-
cer each day, science has been said
to occur by baby steps. Even though
the process is slow, breast cancer
genetics must be studied more thor-
oughly. The amount we have learned
about breast cancer in the past 15
years is incredible. The only way to
tackle the disease is to keep learning
as much as we can about it so that
we can determine the best preventa-
tive measures to take.�
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Gleevec is a novel type of drug that is a product of cancer genetics
research. It is currently used for treatment of chronic myeloid leukemia
and is one of the first drugs to target a specific protein that is a product 
of a cancer-causing mutation. Therefore, this drug targets cancerous 
cells and is an important early treatment for this type of cancer (NCI).
Continuing genetic research on breast cancer will hopefully lead to more
cancer-targeted chemotherapies like Gleevec. 

Herceptin is an example of targeted treatment of breast cancer that
researchers are hoping to employ. Herceptin specifically targets the pro-
tein products of the mutated HER2 or ERBB2 gene discussed in Box 1. It
works by blocking the growth receptors coded for by the mutated HER2
gene so that they do not respond to growth signals (BreastCancer.org).
Since Herceptin is an antibody, it can also tag cancer cells and notify the
immune system to destroy them. Its effectiveness in breast cancer treat-
ment is not established since not all cancer cells have a mutation in HER2,
but the development of this type of drug is an advancement into the 
realm of more specific cancer drugs. 

Box 3
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Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation, and the Y-ME Breast Cancer Foundation. The
Study has a Scientific Advisory Board made up of representatives of many pertinent aca-
demic and governmental organizations, plus the American Cancer Society. The role of this
Board extends through the life of the study. Members of the Board reviewed the scientific
protocol for the study before it was submitted for funding and their input led to changes that
improved the proposal. Over the course of the study, the Board will meet annually to review
progress, identify areas in need of improvement, and help decide on best practices and priori-
ties. As the time gets closer to having a complete data repository, the Board will help establish
guidelines for using the banked data and samples and will help evaluate individual requests to
use Sister Study data. Dr. Suzanne Snedeker, Associate Director of Translational Research for
BCERF, sits on this Board. There are also three Community Liaisons representing diverse
regions of the country. Says Dr. Sandler, “the collective experience of the board – from a wide
range of disciplines – will provide important insights that will help us monitor the study, stay
abreast of the latest hypotheses and techniques, and prioritize our efforts.” Dr. Snedeker says
of her involvement: 

I have been very impressed with how forward-thinking the study scientists are in
designing questionnaires which will help address a wide array of environmental factors
that may influence breast cancer risk. And how well they will be prepared to answer
emerging questions by collecting and storing a variety of biological samples. This flexi-
bility to both ask the sisters questions to help evaluate current areas of concern, and
being poised to answer questions scientists may have in the future, are two of the great-
est strengths of the study. Being on the advisory board is both an honor and exciting.

BCERF fully intends to provide readers with updates and findings on this promising
study as it progresses.�
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